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Handicapped Student -Services
Spring event? calendar
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-. MarchinQ ~usicians ·
Alumni ·_ ~cholarships_·,
________- Summer attraction·s · -

Helping 1sa ·. e

s u . en s

SCSU's ~special services benefit
both handicapped and able-bodied

What to do when you meet
a handic~pped person ...
. . . in a wheelchair:

-Don't demean the person by patting him or her on
the head.
-Don't hang or lean on a person's wheelchair-it is
part of that person's body space .

_.,_

. . . who is hearing impaired:

-Approach from the front, and wait to begin speak- .
ing _u ntil you are sure the individual knows you're
there.
.
-Spepk normally--shouting or over-articulating
harms rather than helps _communication.
Remember that even the most skilled lip-reader
grasps only 30 percent of your message.
_ . . who is blind:

Wheelchair student Greg Schlosser reviews the student handbook with Patricia
Potter, associate dean of students and coordinator of SCSU's Handicapped Student
Services. About 40 of the university's 170 disabled students are using the services
at any given time.

Her white-cane makes circles in the
snow as she searches for a curb.
What do you do? Watch, feeling a
bit embarrassed? Turn away, as if
you didn't notice? Hope someone
else helps her?

"We able-bodied .people have
problems dealing with the handicapped because we don't know their expectations," says Patricia Potter,
associate dean of students and coordinator of SCSU's Handicapped
Student Services. "We have trouble
putting ourselves in their place. Our
primary response is avoidance--look
the other way, cross th·e· street-because we don't know what the proper response should be."
People seem to have an irrational'
fear of handicapped persons, similar
to the irrational fear of older people,
according to Jan Radatz, one of
SCSO 's two full-time ii:iterpreters .for
the hearing impaired. She explains
that both the elderly and the handicapped remind us of our own vulnerability, remind us that we are also
subject to disability or death.
"So we don't want to be around
those people, don't want to touch
them or talk to them. It doesn'_t
make sense, but in a way we think
disabilities are 'catching,'" she
says.
Harlan Olson agrees. A sophomore from Becker, he l9st his right
hand more than a year ago, and has
a prosthesis. " [Able-bodied] people
are programmed to ignore the handicapped,.to pretend they aren't
. there or to avoid them altogether.
They are afraid to be around the disFRONT COVER: "Interpreting for the
hearing impaired" is the message conveyed by Kathy Unterburger in the sign
language she uses as an interpreter for
SCSU's aurally handicapped students.
Unterburger is employed by Handicapped
Student Services.
I
-

abled," he feels. "My triend, who is
in a wheelchair, needs a little extra
room in a hallway. But he doesn't
need five feet."
Handicapped Student Services has
a dual role: to assess and meet the
needs of disabled persons, and to
increase understanding and aware-_
ness of handicaps among other
members of the campus community.
In response to Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which r!3quires that federally-funded institutions be accessible. to all persons,
SCSU began a comprehensive renovation program which included installirg ramps and curb cuts, placing Braille floor directories ,at ele~
vators, lowering drinking fountains,
modifying restrooms, and creating
extra-wide, conveniently-·located
parking places for the handicapped.
In 1978, Handicapped Student Services was established. " We consider
Handicapped Student Services to be
an important part of total student
services at SCSU," says Dr. David
$prague, vice president for Student
Life and Development. "T_tlrough
those services, we are increasing
the opportunity for •academic and
personal success for handicapped
students."
About 40 of the university's approximately 170 handicapped students are using the services at any
given time, says Potter. In addition
to handling routine matters such
as distributing elevator keys and
Braille campus maps, the office provide·s interpreters, tutors and
counselors, as well as note-takers
who attend classes with deaf and
other disabled students.
•
I
Although most handicapped students, by the time they reach college age , are at ease with their
handicap, some individuals--particularly those who are temporarily or

-Speak while you are approaching, perhaps saying
"Can I help you get where you want to go?" ,
- Do not take hold of the individual's arm. Simply
offer yours--he or she will take it if your
assistance is needed.
General tips: Remember to ask before you provide
assistance. Remember that most disabled persons are
not ill, or engulfed in a sense of personal tragedy as a
result of their handicap. And remember that we are all
handicapped in some way.
newly disabled--struggle with feelings similar to those experienced by
the terminally ill, such as denial,
anger, depression. "And some people simply need to learn coping
skills'," Potter says.
The other side of Hanoicapped
Student Services deals with ablebodied persons: sensitizing faculty,
staff and students to the concerns
of the disabled, and helping -them
overcome attitudinal barriers.
Through printed materials and in·service programs, members of the
campus community can learn about
the seven categories of disabilities
that may result in special needs:
hearing~ visual, learning, speech,
mobility, temporary and "invisible."
Invisible handicaps include epilepsy, .
diabetes, chemical dependency and
depression.
In addition to learning about
disabilities and what special equipment ,or helpers (such as interpreters
or note-takers) might be present during class sessions, faculty are given
the three- "don'ts": Don't be overly
concerned about the handicap. Don't
patronize the student and accept
non-legitimate excuses. And don't ·
be perturbed if the handicap does
occasionall-y hinder learning.
The ~ain message, says Potter, is
that "disabled persons in our classrooms are university students. They
require little or no special attention."
In addition to on-going _educational programs, Handicapped Student Services also sponsors an annual Handicap Awareness Week (this
year scheduled for April 1-7), which
features sp~akers, films and role
changing. Interested persons can
feel what it is like to be ·handi-

capped for a day by being blindfolded, having their ears covered, or
by being confined to a wheelchair.
The office also is headquarters for
Students Helping Students, which
brings together handicapped and
able-bodied students for social and
recreational activities. Other special
offerings for handicapped students
have been assertiveness training
programs and classes in martial arts.
Handicapped students also do .
much on a one-to-one basis to help
sensitize and educate the able-bodied.
Kim- Rodac~er, a quadraplegic who
graduated in ·1gao with a master's
degree in rehabilitation counseling
and who has since worked for Handicapped Student Services, says it
has a ·great deal to do with "how
the handicapped person preserits
himself."
"I have always been well-received.
But then I refuse to be a stereotype.
I lived in the dorms, had a lot of
friends, ~nd have always been outgoing. That way I became a real
person--not just a guy in a wheelchair."
A hearing impaired student,
Russell Pudas from Sebeka, agrees
that early obstacles can be overcome. · "At first it seemed like faculty
and students were a little afraid of
me, like they couldn't believe that
they had a deaf student in their
classroom. But now it's a lot better."
His message to others? Don't be
afraid. The only difference between
you and me is that people who hear
get more information than deaf people. But that doesn't mean we ·can't
communicate."
(See related story, page 2)
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Orientation. Six sc;su students are receiving intensive training in
Japanese language and culture this academic year at Kansai University on the island of Honshu near Osaka, Japan. They are enrolled
in a special division of the school primarily for Americans. The
students are living with Japanese families , according to Dr. Donald
Sikkink, SCSU acting director of international studies. When the
spring quarter ends, the students will have an opportunity to return
home or travel independently. Chosen on the basis of academic performance, maturity, ability to adapt to another culture and interest
in world affairs, the students received partial scholarships from
SCSU 's international studies program . St. Cloud 's involvement in
the program started last year when two students participated.

..

"Mommy, Pm afraid." Children's fears, often
unspoken worries related -to death and dying, influence their learning ability and
behavior. An SCSU seminar titled "Latchkey
Children," set ·for 8:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m .
March 22 in Atwood Center, will feature a
discussion of children's fears and realities
by educational consultants Mary Martini and
Ardis Falk. Open to the public, the program
will be of special interest to teachers,
parents and school administrators. Cost is
$35; registration deadline is March 15. Call
Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081.

escorted by a sailor and seated
themselves on tall stools near the
edge of the stage.
In February, Unterburger interpreted Shakespeare's " Twelfth
Night," interacting with the actors
while, dressed as a male musician.
Translating Elizabethan English to
. modern English to ASL " was very
difficult, " and required the help of
the director, Dr. Bruce Sweet. "There
were whole pages of dialog that I
didn 't understand," she says. She
also found the Bard of Avon's ribald
sense of humor a bit much. "There
were lines I was actually embarrassed to sign, " she smiles•. It was
one of those times when she was
especially pleased that her hands
Interpreter Jan Radatz translates Dr. Arthur Grachek's words as he lectures to a speech could do the talking.
communication class. Facial and body gestures supplement hand signs to transmit
information to hearing impaired students. Trained at St. Paul Vocational-Technical
Institute, Radatz has had 10 years of experience. At SCSU, she shares interpreting
duties with Kathy Unterburger.

'Impossible' work
is mersly routine
for interpreter
Watching Kathy Unterburger at work
is fascinating. Fascrnating because
she seems to be doing the impossible.
-Sitting in a front corner of a
classroom, directly facing a hearing
impaired student, Unterburger begins a remarkable process as the
professor speaks: she listens to the
instructor's words, quickly translates
them into hand, face and body gestures, while simultaneously mouthing them in English. The lecture may
be in any field, from philosophy to
mathematics, and may be highly
technical. And , she is usually one or
two sentences behind .
· Her abilities stem from more than
1,000 hours of training at St. Paul
Vocational-Technical Institute, ranked
second in the naUon for training interpreters for the hearing impaired,
plus many more hours of on-the-job
practice.
Interpreting duties for SCSU 's four
aurally handicapped students are
shared with Jan Radatz, also trained
fn St. Paul , who has interpreted for
the past 10 years. The two women
are the first full-t ime interpreters to
be employed by SCSU 's Handicapped Student Services.
Working so closely with hearing
impaired individuals, the women
have become a part of the Deaf community. "I make a distinction between Deaf--with a capital 'D' , which
means the culture itself--and deaf,
which simply means a hearing loss,"
explains Radatz.
"I am a part of the Deaf community, but not a part of the Deaf culture.
It is an extremely closeknit group,
with values, traditions, etiquette and
language different from American
2

culture," she explains.
According to Unterburger, American Sign Language (ASL) was designated an official language--like
reR-Gl'l 0r Ger:maA~-in :t.97,7. " 1-t ·s no
English. And it has -become the
third-most used language in the
United States," she says.
Interpreting, a combination of ASL
' and English, incorporates facial expressions, hand gestures and body
language to convey subtle shades of
meaning. It is also a very flex ible '
language, which uses a different
construction than English. A typical
-interpreted sentence, translated ver- ,
batim into English , might be
" Tomorrow store you me go. "
Can an interpreter pass along information that she herself doesn 't
understand? " I do it all the time,"
laughs Unterburger. " I can 't know
everything , so I just pass along what
I hear." She, adds that faculty
members generally go slowly when
presenting new or complicated
material, even for the hearing
students.
Passing along the information just
as it is received also means being
true to th_e style and tone of the
message. " If the instructor is boring
that day, I have to sign boringly,"
Unterburger grins.
'The overall response from faculty
members "has been fantastic ," the
women agree. After a few class ·
meetings both instructors and
students "forget we're there," says
Radatz.
In addition to their classroom
work, which includes interpreting
films and slide presentations as well
as lectures, the women also interpret special performances by the
Theatre Department. For a November
performance of William Saroyan's
"The Time of Your Life~" Radatz and
Unterburger entered in full costume

with SCSU or St. Cloud ," according
to Frohrip, an associate professor of
music. " We are giving free concerts
as a way of saying 'thank you ' to
communities and people who helped
us· in the past. "
In addition to appearing as Jazz I,
troupe members will "mix and
match" to form a Dixieland band ,
jazz sextet, and a vocal jazz trio,
says Frohrip. Their repertoire ineludes " typicaJ American sounds"
by greats such as Hoagy Carmichael,
Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Kenton , Duke
Ellington, and Glen Miller.
The tour includes concerts at two
of SCSU's study centers--qne at
Alnwick Castle near the EnglandScotland border and one at Aalborg,
Denmark--as well as performances in
the northern England town of Cramlington , .where the Sartell-based
DeZurik Corp. has a plant, ahd the
French city of Metz, home of a
university interested in cooperative
programs with SCSU.
A concert at St. Cloud's " sister
city" of the same name, a Paris
Ellington in Aalborg? Kenton in a
suburb, ,also is scheduled.
castle?
Additional travel is tanned
e souna~ o --Uix1el~na, Ig through Germany and Luxembourg,
band, and swing are being featured plus sight-seeing in· London Paris
during a European " Good Will Tour" · and the Rhine Valley.
'
by SCSU's Jazz I En_semble, directed
The European tour is being tiby Dr. Kenton Frohnp.
nanced by fund-raising efforts,
The 20-~ember troupe left Feb.
grants and private gifts, which total
2?,. ~nd ~11_1 return March 11 , after
more than $6,000, Frohrip says. ParvIsIting cItIes and study centers
ticipating students also are paying
" that have a ,special relationship
part of their expenses.

'Good Will Tour'
sends jazz group
through Europe

Or. Evelyn Payne Hatcher holds a pre-historic Costa Rican stone head, one of the
artifacts displayed in the SCSU Museum of Anthropology which bears her name. An
emerita professor, Hatcher established the museum in 1973 and returned last
December to speak at a tenth anniversary observance. She is now a senior fellow
at the University of Minnesota, where she serves as a consultant to the Goldstein
Gallery. Located in Room 113, Stewart Hall, the Hatcher Museum. sponsors public
exhibits and progr~ms. For information, call (612) 255-3021.
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Tel,evising the Olylllpics
Professor to be coordinator
for six Japanese networks
.
The Olympics.
, Wh,ere else can you see worldclass athletes engaged in contests
of skill, strength and speed?
Where else can you brush shoulders with a baroness, or eavesdrop
on a conversation between Robert
Redford and O.J. Simpson? Where
else can you pay $18.50 for a $2
plate of spaghetti?
Nowhere else, according to Dr.
Yutaka Morohoshi, veter:an of Olympic Games in Tokyo ('64), Montreal
('76) and Lake Placid ('80). Coordinator of SCSU's Recreation Program, Morohoshi ·is a native of
Japan, where he was a "gofer" for
Japan's NHK television network at
the Tokyo Olympics while still in
high school.
Since then, he has become chief
negotiator of Games coverage for
NHK, and often serves as on-site
production coordinator for NHK
news teams during the Olympics.
Although he was not able to cover
the Winter Games in Yugoslavia
(which he negotiated for NHK), he is
looking forward to a 14-day scramble
beginning July 28 at the Summer
Olympics in Los Angeles.
In California he will be production Dr. Yutaka Morohoshi
coordinator for a larger organization-Japan Olympic Pool (JOP)--which
includes NHK and five other
each channel is Garrying the same
Japanese networks. The reason for
thing simultaneously''), coverage of
the consortium,arrangement,
individual events is available to JOP
Morohoshi explains, is economic.
members by bid. This "auctioning
"For the first time, the Olympics
off" of events, Morohoshi adds, is
are befng conducted as a money- "creating a war" among networks
making venture," he explains. "All
vying for the most popular Asian
other Olympics have cost the cities, sports, such as women's volleyball.
provinces or countries which hosted
Joining JOP at the Summer Olymthem an enormous amount of money. pies will be three ofher networks
By some estimates, Montreal lost
and consortia which have been
$600-millioli or- more on the '76
awarded coverage rignts by the Los
Games."
Angeles Olympic Committee: ABCCalifornia passed legislation that
TV in the United States; CBC (Canathe Summer Olympics had to finish . dian Broadcasting Corp.); and
in the black, Morohoshi says. That
EBU/ORT (European Broadcasting
means charging for things that had
Union/Organization Internationale
been free, and boosting prices for
Radio and Television), which
already expensive goods and
represents Western Europe and the
services.
Eastern Bloc.
For insta_!lce, broadcast ·rights to
While grappling with technical
the Games were increased to beproblems associated with covering
tween $5-and $10-million. Morothe Games--such as the logistics of
hoshi's press credentials, formerly
reporting concurrent events or mofree, cost $1,500. And his modest
bility problems like long lines and
hotel room is being held by a
traff-ic jams--Morohoshi also has had
$150.-per-night deposit. The actual
opportunity to ponder th~ deeper
,
charge for the room, not yet set, will meanin§ of Olympic competition.
be considerably higher.
His perceptions will be part of~
Those. kinds of expenses put
. research project supported by ABCGames coverage beyond the budgets TV and Coca-Cola (a sponsor of the
. of individual networks; hence JOP,
1984 Summer Olympics) focusing on
which ,will .have a pool of about 100
the non-sports implications of the
technicfans, camera operators, com- world's largest amateur athletics
mentators and c_oordinators in Los
extravaganza.
Angeles.
Morohoshi, who holds a Ph.D..
To ensure diverse programming on degree from the University of Utah,
the, Japanese networks ("We didn't
has been an associate professor of
want it to look like a presidential
health, physical education and
speech in the United States, where
recreation at SCSU since 1977.

).

f:c~IIDcl980
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dose-ups, slow motion, instant
repJays , commentary that explains
, the event and the players--the Olympie Games have taken on elements
of drama and spectacle that make
them a very marketable product. And
they are marketed--to millions of
viewers whose peak experience
otherwise might be an annual trip to
a nearby fair or festival.
Of course, Morohoshi explains,
the vicarious participation of those
television viewers does result in a
heightened sense of international
awareness, even if it takes the form
of "knowing that a Cuban boxer can
beat the stuffing out of an
American."
"Certainly the Olympics are a
media event, but they are an important media event in that they are the
only regularly-scheduled international activity that people from
around the world can watch and
understand," he concludes.
"Meetings of the United Nations
are the only other international activity that occurs on a regular basis.
, But nobody understands those."

Many nations, Morohoshi explains,
have hosted the Olympics for
reasons other than the recognition
and celebration of athletic prowess.
In addition to promoting nationalism
and generating tourist dollars, t.he
Games have been used to advance a
particular political philosophy, such
as when the Third Reich attempted
to assert the concept of German
supremacy at the Berlin Olympics
just prior to World War II.
The Olympics also have been used ·
to gain recognition for a minority
group (the French-Canadians during
the Montreal Games), and to speed
the rebui.lding of a nation (Tokyo in
196'4 and Korea in 1988), Morohoshi
says.
He also cites the importance of
the Olympics as a rendezvous for ·
the ultra-rich and well-connected.
"Just money isn't enough," he
points out. "You have to have connections to get into the bes't
events." Spectators also can learn a
little more about the world by
attending opening and closing
ceremonies and taking in the
cultural displays.
But, Morohoshi emphasizes, the
real identity of the Olympics has littie to do with intercultural education, jet-settirig,· or even .sports.
"Today's Olympics would not exist without the media," he maintains.
"Because of the media, the Games
are mor:e than just a bunch of jocks
from all over getting together."
Through the magic of television--

~
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Visits will enhance
SCSU, Japanese
study programs
Dr. Louise Johnson, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and
Dorothy Simpson, assistant to the
president, will represent SCSU at the
opening of Kansai Gaida University's
Hotani campus May 19 in Japan.
SCSU has had a student exchange
program for two years with Kansai
University of Foreign Studies,
located on the island of Honshu
·near Osaka: Two St. Cloud students
last year, and six this year, are at
Kansai, while three Kansai s·tudents
are currently a1 $CSU. The -Hotani
campus is a junior college affiliated
with the main institution.
The May 16-June 1 trip also will
include a visit by Johnson and Simpson to Kyushu Women's University
and College, which sent a delegation
of 70 students and faculty members
to SCSU last year for English
language instruction. Another group
visit is planned for this summer.
After Kyushu, Johnson will travel
to Akita University, where Dr. Dale
Schwerdtfeger and his family are in
residence. An SCSU associate professor of anthropology, Schwerdtfeger is completing a two-year
assignment as a visiting faculty
member. An informal exchange program with Akita has involved other
faculty members on the two
campuses.
While Johnson is at Akita, Simpson will meet with officials at.the
University of Tokyo.
3
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Attacking chemical abuse
SCSU ho·sts workshop, offers
treatment certificate program

I

,

Do you ever·get the feeling that the
little habits you have, have you?
That maybe the drinks, the coffee,
the cigarettes or the sleeping pills
are no longer a matter of choice--but
need?
Chemical abuse in America has
been called the $64-billion problem,
a gigantic problem of lost production , expensive health care, motor
vehicle crashes, and social service
and law enforcement costs. Not to
mention human costs like hurt
children , broken families, wasted
talents and shattered dreams.
Who cares? Minnesotans. The ·
North Star state is a leader in
chemical dependency prevention, intervention and treatment programs,
serving individuals from kindergarten
children to senior citizens.
To increase awareness and communication between administrators
of those programs, SCSU again this
· winter hosted the Minnesota Department of Education 's Program Sharin g Workshop--the seventh year the
meeting has been held on the St.
Cloud campus.
ApproxJmately 500 teachers, counselors, health care workers, person nel directors, clergy, school administrators and law enforcement person- nel came together to discuss what
works, and how the most successful
programs and techniques -could be
introduced into other schools, communities and workplaces.
Campus coordinator for the-Program Sharing Workshop was Dr.
Frank Osendorf, health professor
who also coordinates SCSU's chemical dependency treatment certificate
program with Dr. Marilyn Jensen,
assistant professor of psychology.
Sessions included talks on athletes and chemicals, elementary
school programs, the. role of the
religious community in prevention,
support groups for school administrators, and a drinking/drivin9 peer
education program called "The Control Factor" which was developed by
SCSU's Dr. John Palmer.
The proliferation of anti-drug pro- .
· grams, aimed at new and narrower
constituencies, points up a growing
concern about chemical use and
abuse, Osendorf feels. Especially
alcohol. _
"Although alcohol abuse among
adult males seems to be stabilized,
we see a growing problem--or ·perhaps just a growing incidence of
seeking help--among women," he explains. "Another danger group is
young people--kids are using earlier
and earlier."
Adds Gail Barnes , a Paynesville
student in the certificate program
who is just completing her internship at the Veterans Administration
Medical Center in St. Cloud: "We are
beginning to see things today that
4

Launching leadership. SCSU's second annual Leadership Institute for outstanding
hi_
gh school seniors will be June 17-20.
The theme is "A Time to Begin Your Role
in the 80s." Featured speakers will be
Scott Courtty Attorney Kathleen Morris,
Minnesota Congressman Tim Penny and
Keith Nord .of the Minnesota Vikings, who
will discuss such topics as leadership
~nd ethics, developing self-esteem and
networking. The program is being coordinated by the offices of Student Life and
Development and Continuing Studies.

A summer tour?
It's decision time

Dr. Marilyn Jensen and Dr. Frank Osendorf compare notes as coordinators of SCSU's
chemical dependency treatment certificate program. Jensen ls an as'Sistarn profes-sor
of psychology and Osendorf is a professor of health education. About 100 students
are enrolled in the one-year program.

we have never seen before, like a
nine-year-old with cirrhosis of the
liver. "
Besides women and young people, Jensen says the focus in chemical dependency (CD) treatment is
shifting to identifying and serving
other populations, such as the elderly and minorities,. who -might not respond to traditional treatment
methods.
Students in the certificate program receive a purposely broadbased education that allows them to
work in a wide range of settings,
with a variety of. constituent groups.
The 64-credit offering, which can
be completed in one year's time,
draws from health education, psychology, and sociology. Typical
courses focus on theories of chemical dependency, psychopharmacology,
interviewing skills, intervention and
counseling tech11lques.
Concluding the program is an
important one-quarter, full-time internship in a treatment facility,
counseling center, hospital, halfway
house, or other health or mental
health setting--the same locations
where certificate ,holders will find
employment.
According to Jensen, prospects
are good for certified CD practitioners. "Our graduates are very
employable, especially in other
states, because of Minnesota's outstanding reputation in the treatment
fieid," she says.
About 100 students are currentl-y
enrolled in the program, of which ap-

proximately 60 percent .are also pursuing bachelor's degrees in psychology, social work or criminal
justice. "Persons ·who try to go into
those fields without CD training are
at a real disadvantage today," Osendorf explains.
·
A significant percentage of the
students also are recovering from
chemical dependency themselves.
Having gotten into trouble with .
chemicals and experienced the joy
of recovery, many individuals choose
to dedicate themselves to helping
others with similar problems, Osendorf says. Recovering persons must
be "dry" for one year before being
admitted to the certificate program.
One s·uch recovering person is
Sue Sufka,· st. Cloud, who received
her certiftcate last October and is
now senior counselor at Serenity
Manor, a halfway house in Mora for
chemically dependent young women.
Sufka calls her work "extremely rewarding and fulfilling. I get a ter•rific amount of joy out.of seeing a
woman make it out there, and it aids
in my own recovery process," she
explains.
A Rousewife and former print
shop and restaurant owner, Sufka
says she felt "~omething lacking" in
her work and her life. She r.hose a
career in CD counseling as a way. of
"giving back some of what I f_ound."
"Now I take horn~ more than a
payche~k. I take home a sense that
what I do is necessary, that I am a
worthwhile person."

Now's the time to choose one of
three low-cost educational tours to
be sponsored by SCSU this summer.
Colorful free brochures describing
the tours are avai'lable from the Continuing Studies Office (phone
612-255-3081). University faculty
members will be tour leaders.
"Ecuador and the Galapagos
Islands," June 5-21, will include
Quito, Riobama, Cuenca, Guayaquil ,
the Andes Mountains and a cruise o-f
the remote Galapagos Islands. Cost
is $2,075.
_
" Ethiopia and Kenya," July 29Aug. 16, will feature Nairobi, Amboseli Game Park, Mombasa, Malindi,
Addis Ababa, Bahar Dar, the Blue
Nile and 6ongar. Cost is $2,970.
" Theatre and Music Tour of Great
Britain t Aug. 10-24, will include
London 's West End theatres, Stratford-upon-Avon, Alnwick Castle and
the international music festival and
military tatoo in Edinburgh. Cost is
$1 ;860.
·_
Subj.eci to revision , all costs include round-trip air fare from the
Twin Cities, accommodations and
some meals. Reservations, with
deposit, €ire accepted on a firstcome basis. Final payment is due
April 5 for Ecuador, May 30 for .
Ethiopia and June 26 for Great
Britain.
Bon voyage!

Musa Moore-Foster is fhe new director of
SCSU's minority studies academic program. He holds a master's degree in
African history from the University of
Minnesota, where he has been a graduate
assistant in the Martin Luther King Pro,
gram in the Department of Afro-American
Studies. Moore-Foster also has been a
human relations consultant for the city of
St. Paul and chairperson of the Black
Studies Department at Luther College,
Decorah, Iowa.

·

Special delivery
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· St. Cloud offers summer courses
- in new four-day week -package.
.

.

The big news for summer at SCSU is
the four-day week: classes are
scheduled Monday through Thursday
only, with the 'earliest sessions starting at 7 a.Jll.
"We feel the four-day week will be
attractive to summer school participants, particularly the large numbers
of commuters and non-traditional
students," says Dr. Vernon Ludeman,
associate dean of graduate studies
and summer school coordinator.
" The new system will save mileage,
energy and time. " He adds that employed students with 7 a.m. classes
could be " on the job by 9 a.m. if
they wish. "
University offices and departments
wil-I maintain regular summer hours
of 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Dates for first ·s.ummer session are
June 12-July 13; second session will
be July 16-Aug. 16. Only a small
percentage of academic" programs,
such as internships, cover both
sessions.
Advance registration for both sessions ,will be conducted from 8:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday, April ~3,
in Atwood Ballroom. Beginning May
8, students can ·register fot courses
through individual academic departments by picking up· a "Drop/Add"
form in the Records and Registra~
tion Office, Room 118 ·Admnistrative
Services Building. That office also
will have s9hedules of summer
courses beginning in mid-April. Call
(612) 255-2111.
"It is very important that students
register early this year, since
classes with low advance enrollments will be placed on standby,"
cautions Ludeman.
The summer ca1endar includes a

1

'

full range of traditional course offerings for persons workin•g toward ·
degrees, as well as fi.eld trips,
workshops, short courses, night .
classes, and 0th er special events
and programs. Some of the ~igh~ights are described below. For
details, s~e other articles in Outlook
or call Information Services, (612)
255-3151.
SCSU-'s Early Entry Program gives
entering freshmen head start on
their university education while providing a friendly, relaxed atmosphere
and personal attention from faculty.
From June 11 to Aug. 3, participants
take courses in social science,
speech, and career planning and orientation, while enjoying summer
cultural and recreational opportunities on the campus an·d in the St.
Cloud area.
"Students who participate can
complete tt,eir first quarter of college and still have a month of summer vacation before the .regular academic year begins," points out Mary
Yoos, coordinator. For more informa-

a

Coast to coast. Headed opposite directions, two SCSU

groups will enjoy exciting and educational field trips in early
March. Twelv~ persons will take a "New York Theatre Tour"
March 6-11 directed by the Theatre Department's Dr. Ron
Perrier. They will attend Broadway plays and tour Lincoln
Center and CBS-TV. A group of about 30 will travel to
southern California for "Field Biology of the San Diego
Area" March 2-9 featuring the world-famous San Diego Zoo,
Mojave Desert , and Scripps Institute of Oceanography.
Directors will be three members of the Biological Sciences
Department--Dr. Wayland Ezell, Or. Lester Lindstrom and Dr.
John Peck, and three Earth Sciences Department memb~rs-Dr. Len Soroka, Dr. Ivan Watkins and Dr. Charles Nelson.

and pre-teens interested in improvSPRING
EVENTS
ing their basketball and football
skills.
Regular Courses and Short Courses
For the older set, an annual InWhat's the key word? "Computers. " stitute on Aging will -be conducted
March
Summer school will feature comJune 5-6, and two session_
s of Elder14-31 Art Exhibit: Paintings by Lance
puter-oriented courses in several
hostel are planned: Aug. 5-11 and
Kiland, Kiehle Visual Arts Center
areas, from "Microprocessor SysAug. 12-18.
Gallery.
.
terns" (Technology) and "Basic ProA Leadership~Institute for high
15
Faculty
Recital:
Chamber music
grammfng" (Computer Scien·ce) to
school seniors, June 17-20, will
by Dr. R. Dennis Layne, Debra
" Administrative Uses of Computers" feature workshops on ethics, buildZae Munn, Tho.mas Allen; 8 p.m.,
(Information Media):
ing self-esteem, and networking. A
Performing Arts Center Recital
There's plenty of variety. Choo,se
Gifted Education Program for junior
Hall.
from "Fathering" (Child and Family
high students also is planned, in
Concert: W9ody Herman Big
Band, 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Studies), "Modern China" (Social
which participants wili take special
Auditorium.
Science), "The VieJnam Era" (Politcourses in the sciences, arts and
22 Anthropology Lecture: Dr. Kent
ical Science), " Money and Banking"
humanities.
Maynard, Denison University; 8
(Economics), "Motorcycle lnstrucA conference for teachers and
p.m., Mathematics and Science
tion" (Driver Education and Safety),
media personnel titled "Books,
Center
Auditorium.
or "Sales Management" (Marketing) . . Media and the Gifted Child" featur. Enjoy the arts and literature? Try
ing noted educational consultant
April
.
.
"Beginning Drawing" (Art) or,"Fic. Nancy Pollette will be cond.ucted
3 Concert: SCSU Concert Choir, 8
tion: Mystery and Terror" (English).
July 11-12.
p.m.; Stewart Hall Auditorium.
Seeking self-improvement? Look at
4-21 Art Exhibit: Paintings by Jackie
Special Events
"Interpersonal Communication"
Kielkopf, Kiehle Visual Arts
Attractions again this summer will
(Speech Communication) or "NonCenter Gallery.
include
the
Lemonade
Concert
and
_
Oppressive Relationships" (Human
5 Anthropology Lecture: -Dr. Emiko
Art Fair and the Charle~ A. LindRelations). Want to shape up, feel
Ohnuki-Tierney, University of
bergh
Memorial
Lecture.
The
free
better, learn a new skill? Classes .
yVisconsin; 8 p.m., Mathematics
will be offered in tennis, racquetball , put:;,Hc concert, plan.ned for 8 p.rn.
and Science Center Auditorium.
July 5 on the Campus Mall, will con17 Concert: .SCSU Concert Band, 8
weight training, board sailing,
clude an all-day art show and sale.
p.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium. '
aerobics, and scuba diving.
Details on the Lindbergh Lecture will
18 Spring Musicale: SCSU major perWorkshops, Seminars and Field Trips be announced.
forming groups,. noon, Atwood
. Workshops include: "Aerospace
Ballroom.
. ·.
A summer theatre program will
25Art
Exhibit:
Annual.
SCSU Student •
again
be
offered
at
Theatre
L'Homme
Activities for Elementary Teachers"
May Show, Kiehle Visual Arts Center
and "Global Education" (Teacher
Oieu, on Lake L'Homme Dieu near
12 ' Gallery.
·
Development), "Teaching via TeleAlexandria. Eight plays will be
26 Anthropology Lecture: Dr. John
communications" and "Recent Trends presented June 27-Aug. 26 . .
Ingham, University· of Minnesota;
in Technology: Satellites, Interactive
8 p.m., Mathematics and Science
Video, Cable TV, and Microcomputers"
Cente.r Auditorium.
(Information Media), and "MissisMay
sippi Creative Writing Workshop"
(English). In addition, a technology
2-9 Theatre: Leonard -Ber'nstein's
offering wil have students construct- Proceeds from St. .Cloud's annual
·musical "Wonderful Town," 8
ing an Ultralight aircraft.
· spring celebration Saturday, May 5,
p:m., Performing Arts Center
Courses that offer field. trips and
Stage. I Theatre.
'
will
help
SCSU
fine
arts
students
travel experiences include "Field
3 Faculty Recital: Chamber music
meet their expenses.
Biology of the Boundary Water~"
by Dr. R. Dennis Layne, 8 p.m.,
"Camelot" is the theme for this
Performing Arts Center Recital
and "Edible Wild Plants" (Biological year's -May Bowle, an evening of dinHall.
Sciences), "Tour of Robot-Using In10 Concert: Brahms Requiem by St.
dustries" (Industrial Studies), "lnsti- . ing, dancing and entertainment at
the College of St. Benedict. Music
Cloud Civic Orchestra and SCSU
tute on the Geology of Minnesota"
will be provided by the Music of
Concert Choir, 8 p.m., Stewart
(Earth Sciences), ao d "Archeologic~I Your Life Orchestra and Fu Man
Hall Auditorium.
Field Techniques" (Anthropology).
Anthropology Lecture: Dr. Sherry
Chu . ·
Ortner, University of Michigan; 8
_ Tickets are $25. Donors pay $75
Tours, Conferences and Camps
p.m., Mathematics and Science·
The Office of Continuing Studies
for two tickets and patrons pay $200 .
Center Auditorium.
also coordinates special summer
· for four tickets. Since the net in14 Concert: SCS.U Orchestra, 8 p.m.,
programs. For informatioh, call (612) come will be divided evenly for stu·Performing Arts ·center Recital
255-3081.
dent scholarships at SCSU, St.
Hall.
.
.
Tours will be "Ecuador and the
John's University and College of St.
16 Concert: SCSU Concert Band, 8
Galapagos Islands" (June 5-21), ·
Benedict, part of the ticket cost is a
p.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium.
"Kenya and Ethiopia" (July 29-Aug.
tax-deductible donation.
16-25 Art Exhibit: Master of arts exhibitions, Kiehle Visual Arts Center
16), and "Theatre and Music Tour of
Last year's May Bowle at SCSU
Gallery.
Great Britain" (Aug. 10-24).
raised $10,150 for each institution.
20 Faculty Recital: Organist Mary
Camp Uraniborg, a science and
SCSU's share was supplemented by
Beth Molenaar, 2 p.m., Performastronomy carnp for high school ,
Bookstore funds to provide scholaring Arts Center Recital Hall.
students, is planned for July 15-Aug. ships for students in music, art,
3. The unusual program, which attheatre and dance.
To confirm events or obtain more
tracted participants from across the
Rosie Moran heads the May Bowle information, call SCSU's Information
country last year, includes a 10-day
Commi_ttee, composed of volunteers Services Office weekdays during office
canoe trip through northern Minnesota. from the St. Cloud area. For informa- hours at {612) 255-3151. For a schedule
A Computer Camp also will be of- tion, call 255-3177 or 255-2205 during of sports events, write or call the
Sports Information Office, 255-2141.
fered, as well as camps for teens
business hours.
tion, contact Yoos at Lawrence Hall,
SCSU , St. Cloud, MN 56301.

St. ·- B.en's to ·host
spring celebration ··

5

Strike up ·th·e band!
· SCSU's new marching unit
to start performing· next _fall

Close encounters. SCSU's annual Health Fest
April 2-3 in Atwood Center will look at " Togethernes·s: Healthy Relationships and Sexuality. " Speakers, panels, workshops and films
will examine interpersonal relations, interaction
between men and women in the workplace, and
intercultural relations. the festival, which
draws hundreds each year, also includes a fair
of more than 30 booths sponsored by healthrelated organizations. Activities are free to
members of the ca'm pus community; there is
a small fee for others. For a schedule, call
Health Services, (612) 255-3191 .

Whose heart doesn 't quicken to the
sound of Sousa on the march? A
trumpet fanfare, booming bass horns
and the sharp staccato of snare
drums add electricity to even the
most ho-hum parade or floundering
football game.
SCSU is getting ready to turn on
the current--and strike up the band.
"What we want is a marching
band of concert quality," says director Richard Hansen, music instruc- _
tor. "The guards and percussion will
provide the excitement, and the drill
maneuvers yvill be well executed, but
what we're most concerned about is
the sound."
That sound will be a part of football games beginning next fall, when
the SCSU Marching Band--up to 100
strong--will take the field during halftime to strut their stuff. In addition
to the anticipated 80 winds and 20
percussionists, the. ensemble will
boast 24 guards with flags and rifles.
And the sound? More than just
Sousa, the band's repertoire will include jazz selections, classical
pieces, and premiere performances
of marches by Johannes Schade, · a
well-known military bandmaster and
musicologist in Berlin, Germany.
In addition to appearing at all
home football and basketball games,
and perhaps some away games, the
band also will be featured in the
October 20 Homecoming Parade and
will probably present a major public
concert.
The re-establishment of a marching band, which had been a part of
Students John Warren and Linda Faner model snappy new uniforms for SCSU's Marchcampus life until 1973, is in
ing Band. The revived organization will make its first public appearances next fall.

response to both public interest and
educational needs, according to Dr.
James Flom, who heads the Music
Department.
"School ~;pirit in 1973 1 after all the
turbulence of the Vietnam Era, was
at an all-time low," he explains. "But
today, school spirit is coming back,
and a nationwide interest in marching bands is growing. In recent
years pe.o ple have been asking me,
'When are we going to have a band
again?' "
But just as important as serving
cam·pus and community interests is
serving music students, he feels.
"The primary reasons for beginning a marching band were curricular," Flom explains. "Performing in
a marching band is part of good
music education." He adds that
many high schools in the university's
service area have top marching
bands, in some cases nationallyknown groups, whose members
value an opportunity to continue
marching and playing in college.
Hansen says snazzy black and red
uniforms are on the way,· as well as
some new instruments such as
xylophones and snare drums,
-modified tubas and horns.
Plans call for the auditioning of
current SQSU students this spring,
and auditioning of high school musicians in late summer. A band camp
may be conducted near Labor Day,
according to Hansen.
Information on the band may be
·obtained through the Music Departf11ent, (612) 255-3223. Contributions
to support the group may be made
through_the..SCSU Foundation,
255-3177.
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Meet one of the nation's best women's collegiate basketball
teams--the SCSU Huskies. These six players are the star performers on Coach 'Gladys Ziemer's record-breaking squad,
which next year will compete in the North Central Conference.
From left: Dawn Anderson, guard, junior from Coon Rapids;
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Jill Gebeke, guard, senior from White Bear Lake (Mariner); Bonnie Henrickson, forward, junior from Willmar, Gwen Frederick,
guard, junior from Mankato (Loyola); Linda Nelson, forward,
junior from Bloomington (Lincoln); and Ramona Rugloski,
center, sophomore from Brainerd. Gebeke is team captain.

P.roduced by the offices of Information
Services and Alumni Services at St. Cloud
State University, Outlook is published
quarterly and distributed without charge to
SCSU alumni , faculty, friends and parents
of students.
Outlook articles may be reproduced
without permission if appropriate credit is
given.
Please notify Alumni Services when you
change your address. Households of alumni
may receive more than one copy if children
are enrolled .
SCSU is an equal opportunity/affirmative
action employer and is in complia·nce with
all state and federal laws prohibiting
discrimination.

Minding their business. The Mass Communications Depart-

Looking ahead. Concluding SCSU's three-part

ment's 10th annual Media Day, set for Friday, May 4, in Atwoo_
d
·Center, will focus on business and the media. A morning panel
discussion will feature public relations representatives who
are often in the position of holding off ·curious reporters. In
the afternoon , reporters will get to complain about being held
off, as well as other aspects of dealing with small and big
business. "How-to" worksnops and an evening social also are
planned . The following day will be a seminar on "Getting the
Big Story" co~sponsored by the Mass Communications Department and Investigative Reporters & Editors, Inc. Registrati9n
deadline for the seminar and for persons needing Media Day
housing is April 19. Call (612) 255-3293.

residency series on "Learning for Living: The
Liberal Arts in a High Tech World" will be a visit by Dr. Julie Ann Carson, director of undergraduate
studies for the University of Minnesota's School _
of Management. Her main presentation will be .a
free public address titled "On Being Educated:
New Partners for tile Twenty-First Centu·ry" at 8
p.(11. Monday, March 26, in Atwood Ballroom.
Earlier participants were Dr. Preston King Covey.
of Carnegie-Mellon University, and Richard Conner, vice president at Control Data Corp. For information, call (612) 255-2192.

Husky highlights ...
Received a telephone call from a
friend on the West Coast the other
day while I was fighting the first hints
of spring fever, resisting the temptation to frolic in the melting snow.
The person told me tales of basebal 1, track and field and other spring
intercollegiate sports that began weeks before at his school in California.
I retaliated by telling him about St.
Cloud State University's great Weather
Equalizer--Halenbeck Hall South.
The California caller was surprised
to hear that baseball practice at SCSU
had begun in earnest during the first.
week of January. Track workouts had
started before that. Certainly, the new
·addition , dedicated in 1980 and encompassing 87,000 square feet, is
allowing SCSU 's athletic teams to
- - - - - - ~ work out year around and ignore MinBy MICHAEL SCHROEDER.
nesota's sometimes harsh weather
SCSU Sports Information Director
conditions. SCSU's spring sports,
the most obvious benefactors, are beginning to see results.
Teaching assistants_Steve Molander and Lori Gabrielson operate a computerized color,
Coach Denny Lorsung's baseball squad compiled a 17-10 record a year
printer donated to SCSU's photographic engineering technology program by Pako
ago, including a sehool-record 15 consecutive victories. The 1984 Huskies
Corporation. A major supporter of the "photo tech" program since its beginning in
will be led by senior Rod Schafer and an outstanding group of young play- 1966, Pako recently provided the university with photographic processing equipment
ers who should offset the loss of nearly a dozen letter winners, including
valued at $218,000. Gerard Blohorn, Pako's chairman and chief executive officer, and
Mark Dayton, state commissioner of energy and economic development, attended
three players drafted into the professional ranks.
a dedication and demonstration of the new equipment in December.
Senior Marie Sherwood, a two-time All-American, will _lead Coach Karen
Thompson's track and field contingent. SCSU placed fourth at last year's Northern -Sun Conference outdoor meet. Meanwhile, Bob Waxlax's men's
track and field team will rely on many of the same distance runners who
helped SCSU place second 1n the NCAA Division II Cross Country Championships last fall. Seniors Scott Ergen and James Randle will serve as captains during SCSU's indoor and outdoor seasons.
_
·
Junior pitcher Julie Engmark· will be the mainstay of Dianne Glowatzke's
softball .team. The Huskies were 10-13 a year ago and placed third in the
Minnesota Association for"lntercollegiate Athletics for Women (MAIAW)
Division II tournament.
,
·
Reid Hans will benefit from the return of four tennis players who played
important roles in SCSU's third-place North Central Conference finish last
spring, and Coach Carol Anklan's women's team will feature six _returners,
all of whom garnered All-Northern Sun Conference honors as the Huskies
swept to NSC and MAIAW ·II championships.
SCSU'·s women's golf squad, led by Marje Hahn and Garey Dubbs, was
fourth at last spring's MAIAW II meet. Both players return . for another run at
post-season competition.
As· exciting as spring sports promise to be, it will be difficult for them to
match the accomplishments of some winter sports teams. .
Gladys Ziemer's women'§ basketball team established a new school
record for consecutive wi-ns and was ranked among the top 10 teams in
NCAA 11 for most of the season.
Junior Mark Tollefson and sophomore Janis Quinlan established
themselves as two of the most accomplished swimmers in SCSU history.
Competing in the bJeaststroke, Tollefson ranked among the best in NCAA II,
and Quinlan is the most often-mentioned name in the record book.
Wrestler John Barrett, a runner-up in NCAA II competition as a sophomore, -continued to have his name mentioned with the best in the nation.
With the resignation of head men's basketball coach Sam Skarich in late
January, assistant coach K~vin Schlagel took the reins on an interim basis.
, Skarich resigned during his third season at SCSU. He had compiled a 17-55
. record, including 4-21 in the North -Central Conference.
·
"I feel my leaving the program is in the best interests of my family and
the university," Skarich said. "I think we made progress here in that six of
. Here's an example ol how donated equipment improves SCSU's instructional prothe seven players we recruited have been an integral part of our two
grams. Dr. Benjamin Richason, ass~ciate professor of geography, demonstrates a
seasons in the North Central Conference.
Kelsh Stereoplotter, a precision mapping instrument given to the Geography Depart"I want to thank those people who were close to me and the program-ment by the _
M innesota Department of Transportation. (Market price: $80,000 to
those people who did support us at all times."
$100,000.) The donation also included diapositive plates of the city of Duluth--aerial
Noel Olson, director of men's athletics, said he was hoping to have a
photos on glass plates providing three-dimensional images when projected on the
replacement named within two months of Skarich 's resignation. A national slate surface. The instrument is used for classes in aenal photo ~nterpretation, remote
sensing and thematic cartography.
search is in progress.
7
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Training teachers. SCSU 's Center for Child and
Family Studies has received a $23,310 grant
from the national Head Start ,O ff ice for teacher
t raining in three central Minnesota agencies :
Lakes al'.ld Pines Head Start Office in Mora,
Reach-Up, Inc ., in St. Cloud, and Region 6E
Head Start i.n · Cosmos. Teachers completing
the program will receive a National Child
Development Associate credential , according
to program administrator Dr. Jacob Mayala,
SCSU associate professor of child and family
studies. The project 's trainer/adviser is Julie
May, SCSU instructor.

Summer guests. About 40 Japanese women
students will participate in a three-week program to improve their conversational English
this summer at SCSU. Scheduled for July 14Aug. 4, the program will 1nclude classroom
instruction as well as homestay visits , a
camping trip and a Twin Cities tour. SCSU provided similar experiences last summer for 67
students from the same institution--Kyushu
Women 's University and College. Additional
students will be accommodated this summer
at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and
perhaps another Minnesota university.

Fractured families. The growing problem
of domestic abuse will be examined during a conference titled " Family Violence:
Interacting with thP. Experts" from 8:30 a.m .
to 3:30 p.m. March 30 in SCSU 's Atwood
Center. Featuring Scott Cbunty Attorney
Kathleen Morris, prosecuting attorney in
the Cermak child sexual abuse case, the
program will be of particular interest to individuals in human services, counseling ,
law and criminal justice. Registration
deadline is March 23. For information, contact Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081.

Alumni receptions during state
high school tournaments in the
Twin Cities. Contact Men 's
Athletics or Women 's Athletics for
information. Aluroni, faculty,
coaches and friends are invited.

..

Alumni Phonathon. Telephone
calls to alumni to help SCSU maintain its margin of excellence.
Golden Anniversary Reunion, Class
of 1934, 9 a.m.-~ p.m., SCSU. FiftyYear Club induction ceremony.
Graduates prior to 1934 and
emeriti professors also invited.
Police dog Toby was the star attraction at a recent lecture-demonstration at SCSU JULY 1-15
by Captain Andrew Revering, left, assistant police chief at An'oka._Assisting was the
Switzerland/Bavaria Alumni Tour.
dog's handler, Officer Ed Wllberg. A 1976 SCSU graduate in criminal justice studies,
Revering has been Instrumental in the training and use of police dogs In Minnesota. One option includes the 350th

Felons, beware!
SCSU graduate
trains police dogs

spond to them as such.
Police dog training, 10 to 12
weeks in length, starts with basic
obedience, then progresses to agility
training (climbing ladders, leaping
One member of the Anoka Police
fences), then apprehension, where
Department is a little unusual: he's
they are taught to trip--not maim-always in uniform, rarely speaks, and and hold until resistance stops or
is only -eight years old. But Toby,
the handler" gives the signal. f:inal
one of the ''canine cops'-' in a prostages of training concentrate on
gram developed ·by SCSU graduate
tracking and also on scenting, usualAndrew Revering, is considered a
ly for sniffing out drugs.
real professional In Twin Cities 1,w
-"About 35 to 40 percent of the
enforcement circle~. . ..
.·
'dogs complete the program,''. Revering
Captain Revering, a 1976 graduate explained. "Most wash out at the apin criminal justice studies who is
prehension phase. They are either manalso assistant chief in Anoka, is
shy, meaning they are not natural
known as a pioneer in the use of
biters, or they are gun-shy, meaning
police dogs in Minnesota. In fact, a ·they will stop· attacking under fire. A
cover story In Minnesota Police
good police dog must continue atChief magazine stated that "Andy , tacking, even if he is shot."
Revering could claim the title of
Most criminals have a real fear of
father of the current K-9 movement
police dogs, because "criminals
among Minnesota law enforcement
know that police officers usually
agencies if he were more immodest." won't use· their guns, but they cerAt the invitation of the university's tainly will use dogs," according to
Center for Crjminal Justice Studies, • Revering, "Dogs have been shown to
Revering visited the campus recently be an effective deterrent to crime.
to lecture on the history and use of . When dogs are introduced into an
police dogs in the state. His presen- area, crime moves out."
tatipn included a demonstration 'with
The Minneapolis Police DepartToby and his handler, Officer Ed
ment used dogs first, in the 1950s,
Wilberg.
'
but dropped them in 1961. Revering
Revering explained that German
joined the Anoka force in 1966 after
shepherds are used because of their four years as an Air Force Air Police
"wolfish, aggressive appearance"
sentry dog handler and trainer. He
which is coupled, ironically, with a
immediately started a campaign to
"peacemaking instinct" that is
add a dog to the department, and
natural to the breed. "German
eventually convinced three civic
shepherds,· even without training,
groups to rais~ funds to buy King,
will react to conflict between human who at that time was the only police
beings," he said. In addition,. people dog in a three-or four-state area.
in general--and criminals in parA few years after the Anoka proticular--have come to think of
gram was established, the Minneshepherds as "police dogs" and re- apolis department asked Revering to
8

anniversary presentation of the
Oberammergau Pas.sion Play. For
Information, call (toll-free)
1-800-262-0123.

SEPTEMBER 29
Third annual Athletic Hall of Fame
recognition. Induction ceremony.
Football, SCSU vs. South Dakota
State University, 1:30 p.m., Selke
Fie!d.
O~TOBER 19-20·
Homecoming 198'4. Alumni awards
presentation. Alumni/faculty dance.
Class reunions, 1958•59-60. Football, SC$U vs. Morningside College,
1:30 p.m., Selke Field.

.

For more infor·m atlon about up. coming alumni events, write or call
SCSU Alumni Services, (612)
255-4241.

revive its K-9 program, which then
served as the model for a St. Paul
program. In addition to consulting,
Revering also is active in judging for
certification, which both working
dogs and their handlers must undergo periodically.
At age eight, Toby is ending his
career and will soon be replaced by
Max. ".Police dogs generally live no
more than 10 years, because of the
extreme stress they are under,"
Revering said.
During his training period, Max
stayed with Revering. ~"When they're
at home, those dogs are like the
family pet. But when they're out on
the streets, they know the difference
between the 'bad guys' and the
'good guys.' "

University links
[)evelopment with
Alumni Services
Thomas Macgillivray, SCSU's alumni
director since 1978, has been pro. moted to director of alumni and
development by President Brendan
J. McDonald. The appointment was
effective December 1.
Macgillivray's duties in the -new
position include directing fund-raising efforts, coordinating services for
the university's 33,000 ·alumni and
supervising the Alumn.i Services and
Development offices. He continues
to serve as executive officer of the
Alumnt As·sociation while assuming
new responsibilities with the SCSU
Foundation, Inc. ·
"This approach eliminates· duplication of efforts and enhances communication and servtces-to alumni
and others through shared resources," McDonald said. "We can
now improve our effectiveness in obtaining and increasing private support to help meet the needs of the
university."
Macgillivray's appointment followed a nationwide search for candidates conducted fast fall. The
reorganization also calls for two
.assistant directors, one for Alumni
Services and one for Development.
A Sauk Rapids resident, Macgjllivray holds bachelor's and master's
degrees from the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse. From 1969 until he
came to SCSU, Macgillivray served
in several positions at Lacrosse, including admissions counselor and
coordinator of alu_mni affairs. He and
his wife, Barbara, have two children.
Fund-raJsing efforts at SCSU had
previously be.en coordinated by Darryl
Ahnemann, wh.o was director of development f.rom 1976 until his resig nation last summer to take a hospital
development position in Idaho.

..

It's scholarship time
Stu.dents to get awards
from ·Alumni Association

More than $13,000 wil'I be awarded
to SCSU students this year through
Alumni Association scholarships, including matching m·oney provided by
the University Bookstore Fund.
Awards range from $100 to $1000.
Recipients are selected on the
basis of academic potential, leadership qualities and financial need.
Generally, high school students
whose academic rank is below the
75th percentile for their class and
college students with a cumulative
grade-point average below 3.25 are
not eligible.
May 1 is the application deadline
for scholarships to be awarded in
1984-85. Application forms are available at the Alumni Office.
Alumni are invited to contribute to
endowed scholarships. Checks payable to the SCSU Foundation should
be sent to the Alumni Association.
Graduates interested in establishing a new scholarship in the name
of a former student, faculty member
or family member may contact Tom
Macgillivray, director of Alumni and
Development.
t\w.e are the 14 scholarship programs affiliated with the Alumni .
Association:
·Alumni Freshman. Open to
children and grandchildren of alumni
entering as new freshmen. Recipients of SCSU presidential scholarships are ineligible. Name of recommending alumn_i parent or grandparent must be provided.
Non-TraditionaL For nontraditional students 25 years old or
older. Part-time and full-time
students are eligible. Applicant must
- provide information on vocational
goals, reasons for needing financial
aid and a statement explaining why
this scholarship is requested.
Clarence L. Atwood. Preference
given to students who enroll in a
teacher education program, arthough
others will be considered. Leadership qualities and out$tanding
academic ability are required.
Dorothy Barker (Medical Technology). Awarded to an· SCSU junior or

senior majoring in medical
technology.
·

l1

Nick Begich (Political Science).

Awarded to a student majoring in
political ·science who has arranged
an internship with a member of Congress, a Minnesota legislator, or in
some other field of government.
Merl and Dudley Brainard. Open to
· incoming freshmen and new transfer
students with good academic
records.
. •
Myrl Carlsen (Music). Awarded to
outstanding students in vocal music,
including incoming freshmen. .
Clair and Doris Daggett (College
of Business). Open to majors in the

Col lege of Business. Initiated by Cy
Kuefler, Sr.

Healthful suggestions. Three workshops for
health care professionals will b~ offered this
spring at SCSU. "Evaluating Employee Performance" is set for 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. April 27.
Cost is $45; register by April 20. "Unhappiness
and Depression: A Challenge for the Profess'ional" will be conducted f_rom 9 a.m. to 3:45
p.m. April 12. Cost is $35; registration deadline
is April 4. Both programs, planned for Atwood
Center, also will be of interest to general audiences. A third program, for dental hygienists, will be announced. For information, call
Continuing· Studies, (612) 255-3081.

Charles Emery .(Student Teaching).

Open to seniors incurring extra
cost-s while student teaching.
George Friedrich (Environmental
Biology and/or Conservation). Usual-

ly awarded to graduate students in
environmental biology and conservation. Applicant must provide information on how environmental biology
and conservation will benefit if
award is granted. Applicant should
describe any special project in ~rog·ress and career plans.
Elio H. Gower (History). Granted to
-a senior with a good academ.ic
record majoring in history.
James A. and Muriel Grunerud
(History and English). Awarded to

juniors and seniors with excellent
academic records and financial
need.
Ruth Leinonen Marmas (Business
and Elementary Education). Open to

students admitted ·as College of
Business or elementary education
majors. Participation in extra-curricular activities and leadership potential are important considerations.
Ron and Eleanor Riggs (Political
Science and Public Administration).

Awardeo to a junior or senior majoring in political science or public
administration who wishes to serve
an internship. Preference given t0
candidates interning with a state
legislator, although those interning
with a governmental agency will be
considered. ·

Leading the SCSU Alumni Association this year are these officers chosen by the .
alumni board. From left, top row: Richard Lord. '74. St. Cloud. oresident: Roaer Knauss.
'73, Rockville, vice-president. Bottom row: Dr. Alfred Grewe, Jr., '49, '50, St. Cloud,
treasurer; Mary Ditlevson, '79, Minneapolis, president-elect;· Daphne Bodenner Peterson, '46, Minneapolis, secretary. Lord is assistant v1ce-pres1aem, orancn manager,
for Security Federal Savings and Loan Association. He also has served as a member
of the St. Cloud school board (District 742).

line for applications is May 1. Recipients will be notified about July 1.
For information and applications,
contact the SCSU Alumni Services
Office, phone (612) 255-4241.

Brochure helps
benefactors plan
charitable gifts

comes first; without j hat desi re,
beneficial tax laws have no effect."
-Although charitable giving has
been carefully scrutinized by tax experts in recent years, the rules are
still advantageous to many donors,
Macgillivray points out. But most
people are not fully informed about .
available options.
The SCSU Foundation has signed
an agreement with Kennedy Sinclaire,
Inc., to provide charitable giving
. information for alumni, faculty and
friends of the university.
"We are distributing a brochure
that out Ii nes tax advantages of 15
popular gift plans for people who
want to support this institution," he
explains. "In non-technical language
it makes clear the dolla.r-and-cents
benefits that planned giving can
achieve--for both potential donors
and the university."
·
Persons interested in receiving a
copy of the publication, entitled Fifteen Ways to Plan Your Charitable
Gift, may write to Macgillivray or ·clip
and return the accompanying

Why do people give to charitable
causes?
"There's a popular belief that people support charities in order to save
taxes," says Tom Macgillivray, director of Alumni and Development at
A scholarship fund for outstanding
SCSU. "Anyone associated with a
business students has been estabcharitable or educational organizalished at SCSU in the names of Dr.
tion will tell you it doesn't happenClair and Doris Daggett.
that way."
An emeritus professor of market"A person doesn't first _decide that
ing and general business, Daggett
he or she must do something to
was an SCSU faculty member from
lower taxes--and then, looking
1939 to 1974, serving for 16 years as around, hit upon a gift to a charity
chairperson of the Division of
as a way to obtain tax relief,"
Macgillivray maintains. "The desire
Business.
Cy Kuefler, Sr., initiated the
Ou,DQ.D______ ...,..
to.llAI p_ub.ari.table. orgaoilati
scholarship fund with a contribution
of $1,000, which was matched by the
Daggetts. Kuefler is founder and
CHARITABLE GIVING BROCHURE
chairman of the board of CY KUEFLER
REALTORS, St. Cloud. Several 0th er Send me a copy of your brochure, Fifteen Ways to Plan Your Charitable Gift.
individuals also have contributed to
the fund. Additional contributions may N
be sent to: Daggett Scholarship Fund,
ame
SCSU Foundation, St. Cloud State
Address
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
Clair and Doris Daggett ScholarC i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __
ships will be aw~rded annually to
Telephone
students who have been admitted to
the College of Business. Applicants
will be evaluated on the basis of
Send to: Tom Macgillivray, Development Office, St. Clou·d State University,
academic performance, leadership
St. Cloud, MN 56301
and potential for achievement. Dead- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Busine.ss students
will be recipients
of Daggett awards

.I
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European circuit. President Brendan J.
McDonald visited SCSU 's study center at
Alnwick Castle in northern England in February , accompanied by Dr. Donald Sikkink,
acting director of international stud ies.
McDonald also traveled to the University of
Toulouse in France to discuss exchange
programs before returning home. Sikkink
visited other SCSU study programs in Aal borg, Denmark; lngolstadt, Germany; Castel lon, Spain; and Nevers, France. A total of 255
students are participating in SCSU's European study programs this academic year.

Do you qualify? Early registration is recommended for
SCSU 's two sessons of Elderhostel, a residential learning
program for persons over age 60 and their spouses or compan ions. First session , Aug . 5-1 1, will offer participants
courses in acting , music · (including experimentation in
SCSU 's electronic piano laboratory), and the business,
technology and culture of Japan. Second session, Aug.
12-18, will t.eature courses in justice for criminals, the press
as friend or foe , and a repeat of the first session 's music
offering . Cost is $190 per session, which includ.es room
and board~ Some scholarships also are available. Contact:
Elderhostel , 201 Westbrook Hall , University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455 , (612) 376-2704.

1939-1959

School superintendents
RICHARD M. BAKER, '47, is superintendent of
schools at Fergus Falls and NORBERT HENRY KERFIELD, '49, is superintendent of · schools at .
Glenwood .

,

ELSIE FLOREN OKSOL, '39, Sioux Falls, SD, is a retired
librarian ...ESTHER LARSON ODLAND, '47, Sisseton , SD, is
a kindergarten teacher... RUTH E. WUNDERLICH , '48,
Paynesville, is a librarian ... LEROY W. PALM, '49, Waldorf,
is a high schoql principal...WAYNE SUNDBERG, '49, Edina,
is a physical education teacher in St. Louj s Park .. .ROBERT
E. ESKOLA, '51, is a junior high school teacher in
Virginia ... DELORES JOHNSON GILBERT, '51, '58, is a sixth
grade teacher in Hibbing ...GEORGE T. RIVERS, '51, White
Bear Lake, is a teacher... VIRGIL MATHEW BURGER, '51, is
a librarian in1hief River Falls ... PHILIP WEBER, '52,
Chisholm, is a teacher... JEAN M. LEWIS, '52, Crystal, is a
director for Mary Kay Cosmetics, lnc ... AUSTIN STANLEY
HANSON, '52, is an art teacher in Hibbing ... lDA T. HOFFARTH, '52, '69, Cold Spring, teaches in St. Cloud ... GENE
MAMMENGA, '53, Maplewood, is director of business and
government relations for the State University System ...
NOREEN ROBBINS JOHNSON, '53, Rochester, is a homemaker ... HELEN LEHAR, '54, is a teacher in Glenwood ...
DIANE TRIPLETT PITMON, '54, '61 , and ADEON PITMON ,
'57, live in Dayton. She is a kindergarten teacher and he is
a travel agent...PHOEBE LOIS ANDERSON , '54, Two Harbors, is a teacher ...JAMES C. LANGLIE, '55, Fergus Falls,
is an elementary school director... ROBERT E. PERNU, '55, Parkville,
is a teacher ... DAVID K. STRONG, '56,
Thief River Falls, is general manager
for Forsberg's, lnc ... CAROLYN JOHNSON HELLERVIK, '56, Maple Grove, is
a school principal in Osseo ... RODNEY
MAX, '56, is a teacher in International
Falls ... RAOUL BOWDEN, '56, and
GLADYS TURNBULL BOWDEN, '58, live
-~ in White Bear Lake. He teaches at
STRONG
Hazel Park Junior High School and she
teaches in Mahtomedi. ..CHARLES E. SIMONSON, '56,
Maple Grove, is a fourth grade teacher ...MANNY B. HERZIG, '56, is an elementary principal in International
Falls ... GEORGE M. DIETER, '56, Chokio, is a
teacher...HERBERT E. OLSON, '56, Willmar, is an
audiovisual director... MICHAEL WALSH, '56, and ANNA
MAE SMITH WALSH, '54, live in Shakopee, where he is
senior high school principal. .. JAMES J. CASHMAN, '56,
Hopkins, is a sales representative for Josten's ... ARLA
OLSON LIPPSMEYER, '.57, Sacramento, CA, is a selfemployed artist...MYRA PETERSON, '57, Wadena, is a
learning disabilities teacher in Bertha... F. WAYNE
BLOMGREN, '57, New Brighton, teaches in Minneapolis... JOHN C. WEISMANN, · '58, Roseville, is head
counselor at Alexander Ramsey High School...JOHN E.
NEVANEN, '59, is a teacher in International Falls.

and JEANETTE BOLEK STOTTRUP, '72, live in Litchfield ,
where he is a teacher and farmer ... SHARON MACKENTHUN , '64, Plato, is a first grade teacher in Glencoe ... DONALD J. WE.ISBROD, '64, Forest Lake, is an information media center director in St. Paul. .. EDNA NOLAND
BIRKLAND, '65, Willmar, teaches in New London ...
VIRGINIA KAMPERT GEARHART, '65, McGregor, is president of the McGregor Federation of Teachers ... ALFRED L.
POTTER , '65, is a teacher and athletic director at Park
· Rapids ... COLIN 0 . HARRIS, '65, Byron, is an administrative
assistant...LEE L. ROEHL, '65, Minneapolis, is a first grade
teacher ... JAMES W. THOMAS, '65, Edina, is a teacher... •
JEROME RECKDAHL, '66, is a mathematics teacher in
Grove City .. .CAROL J. REITER ERICKSON, '66, Elk River, is
language arts director at Vandenberge Junior High
School. .. THOMAS GANFIELD, '66, and PATRICIA ZAUHAR
GANFIELD, '64, live in Northville, Ml. He is an area sales
manager for Honeywell, lnc ...DR. WILLIAM L. GASLIN, '66,
is principal at Willow Creek Junior High School in
Rochester ... ROGER NORBERT BUERMAN , '66, Richmond,
is a teacher and resort owner ... DANIEL L. ANDERSON , '66,
'80, is an elementary school principal in Princeton ... AL YCE
KANGAS, '66, is a teacher in Pine City ... JOHN V. ROSCOE,
'66, Sartell, teaches in Albany ... HENRY WELLE, '66, is a
schoot principal in Winona .. .DONALD R. TEFF, '67,
Peekskill, NY, is employed by Coopers &·Lybrand, an international accouting firm ... NEIL T. CHRISTOPHERSON, '67,
is .a teacher in Fergus Falls ...JUDITH JOHNSON PETERSON, '67, is a first grade teacher in Princeton ... EUGENE
.ECKHOFF, '67, '69, is-a teacher in Fergus Falls ...PAUL D.
STYV€, '67, is a mathematics teacher in
Rochester ... PHYLLIS K. OLSON , '67, Ely, is a secondary
school learning disabilities teacher .. .JON HATT, '68, provides nursing services af Maricopa Medical Center, Scottsdale, AZ .. .WAYNE M. LENZMEIER, '68, '71, Willmar, is a
teacher.. .NANETTE MARIE NERAN, '68, Fridley, is a
teacher in Little Canada ... RONALD J. SUPER, '68, '72, is a
school counselor in Royalton ...KAREN B. HOKKANEN, '68,
Plymouth, teaches in Minneapolis ... LOUISE AVERY, '68,
teaches in Forest Lake .. . BOB STATZ, '68, is band director
at Onamia ... CARRIE M. TRUAX, '68, '73, is the wife of a
missionary in Jatim, lndonesia ...ROBE;RT A. ANDERSON,
'68, is a teacher in St. Cloud

1960-1968

Branch manager
Bill ROSSO, '65, Minnetonka, is a vice president
and branch manager for the investment firm of Dean
Witter Reynolds, Inc.
JANICE LUNDIN, '61, Dassel, is an elementary teacher in
Mound ...DORIS MATSUO GLEASON, '61, Howard Lake,
teaches in Maple Lake .. .BOB HEWITT, '61, '65, Brooklyn
Park, is a teacher in Coon Rapids ... NORMA FOLKEDAL
POSTUDENSEK, '61, is a teacher in
Duluth ... RICHARD S. BLAIR, '62,
Fridley, is senior vice president,
finance, for HealthOne Corporation ... KENNETH J. KOSTELAC , '62,
Forest Lake, teaches in White Bear
Lake ... DELORES GALLUS ANDERSON ,
'62, Hanley Falls, is a tutor in ~ranite
Falls ... NORMAN J. SETNICKER, '63,
White Bear Lake, is social studies
department chairperson at Tartan High
BLAIR
.
School. .. BOB POWELL, '63, is a fifth
grade teacher in Coon Rapids ... STAN WIELINSKI, '63, is a
teacher in Perham ... ARVID LARSON, '63, Minnetonka, is a
teacher... GARY SCHMID, '64, Rust, City, is a science and
health teacher in White Bear Lake ... DAVID STOTTRUP, '64.
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1969-1974

Fighter pilot
JACK JOHANNES, '69, is an Air Force fighter pilot
and operations staff officer based in Honolulu, HI.
ELAINE; ALARCON, '69, Denver, CO, is a writer ... DENNIS
BOWLES, '69, is a mathematics teacher in. Duluth ...
ANTHONY M. SCHELONKA, '69,
Springfield, IL,., is ·a partner in Ernst &
Whinn~y, an international accounting
firm ... MARIE CAPRON STUBBS, '69,
Plymouth , is a second grade teacher ...
MIKE JAHN, '69, St. Cloud, is a general
manager and sales representative ...
JEROME M. CHRISTENSON, '69, is a
teacher in Chatfield .. .HOWARD V.
VAILLANCOURT, '69, is q high school
teacher in Princeton ... MARY ELLEN
SCHELONKA
KJOS, '69, is a third grade teacher in
Litchfield ... CATHERINE LAUREL BROOKES, '69, '81 , St.
Louis Park, is a rehabilitator for persons with alcoholic
biochemical problems ...JOYCE A. GUSTAFSON , '69.
Chaska. is a music teacher in Excelsior ... RICHARD

NIERENGARTEN , '69, West St. Paul , is a teacher ...JUDY A.
MICHALSKI , '70, Denver, CO, is a technology consultant
for the Colorado Department of Education ... RICHARD A.
CHRISTIANSEN , '70, is a teacher in Willmar ...KATHERINE
M. BACKLUND, '70, is a fifth grade teacher in
Princeton ... MICHAEL REED HARRIS, '70, Andover, is a
·
sales engineer and manager for CarterDay ... ARDIS LORRAINE ANDERSON ,
'70, is a sixth grade teacher in Litchfield ... LARRY J. NELSON , '71, Springfield , IL: is vice president, agency
development, for the Horace Mann
Insurance Company ... GARY L.
SCHMOYER, '71, is a teacher in
Princeton .. .JOHN B. DAVIES, '71 , is a
sixth grade teacher in LeCenter...
KATHY WEBER PIHLAJA, '71 , Daytona
NELSON
Beach, FL, has invented five machines
that aid in weight reduction ... DEAN BIGALKE, '71 , is a
teacher in New London ... JAMES P. THUL. '71 , is a teacher
in Princeton .. .DIANNE L. SKOV, '71 , Bloomington, is a
special eaucatioh teacher .. .MAURICE D. WEILER, '72, Hoffman Estates, IL, is a first officer for Delta
Airlines ... KATHRYN ANNE GEARY, '72, Becker, is a first
grade teacher... ADRIANNE DELIGHT GREGERSON, '72,
Olivia, is a speech clinician ... RICHARD C. THOMPSON,
'72, Hutchinson, is a microbiological technician for Pure
Culture Products ... DARLENE MARIE OHOTTO, '72, St.
Cloud, is an elementary teacher in the Royalton public
schools ... MARY PARKIN KRENIK, '72, is a teacher in
LeCenter ... THOMAS ROBERT HARRIS, '72, Elk River, is a
staff attorney for General Mills ... MIKE DURBAHN, '72, is
an industrial arts teacher in Mankato ... MARY SARGENT
SCHLEITER, '72, Anoka, is ·a teacher in Cambridge ... JAMES
JANKOWSKY, '72, Good Thunder, is a loss control
representative for Mutual Service lnsurance ... J.E.
WILLIAMS, '72, Wadena, is a special education coordinator...GARY BIRD, '73, St. Peter, is an industrial arts
special education teacher at Minnesota Security
Hospital. .. DOUGLAS TRAMPE, '73, North Branch, is a
teacher in Pine City ... JENNIFER JOHNSON ROSENGREN,
'73, Minnetonka, is an English teacher, speech coach and
danceline coach in Norwood ... GERALDINE J. PAVLACKY,
'73, is an elementary teacher in Pillager... GRETCHEN
MUSICANT, '74, Minneapolis, was awarded a C.F. Anderson Scholarship by the Minnesota Nu·rses Associat on ... MARY JOAN SMITH, '74, Wayzata, is a teacher in
Osseo ... VICKIE WOLLSCHLANGER BAIN, '74, Duluth, is a
speech clinician in Virg.inia ... JAMES S. RAJALA, '74,
Faribault, is in private practice as a speech pathologist ...
WESLEY J. TIMGREN, '74, is -a high school teacher in
Braham ... QWIGHT DAVID NELSON, '74, is a band director
in Little Falls ... MICHAEL LIESER, '74, Mandeville, LA, is
chief geophysicist for McMoRan-Freeport Oil Company.

1975-1977

Fisheries biologist
WILLIAM M. TURNER, '77, Sedalia, MO, is .a
fisheries biologist for the Mis·souri Department of
Conservation .
DR. PAUL SMITH, JR ., '75, has opened Smith Chiropractic
Office in' Little Chute, WI. .. KEVIN C. JONES, '75, Austin, is
a corporate attorney for Hormel Company ... MATTHEW J.
MURPHY, '75, and BOBBI BALLINGRUD MURPHY, '78, live
in St. Cloud. where he is employed at Marco Business Products and she is a homemaker and dance instructor... NAN :

Informally yours. The SCSU Office of Continuing
Studies has announced non-credit informal
courses for spring, ranging from "Career Options
in the 80s" (Mondays, March 12-April 2) to
"Beginning Portuguese" (Tuesdays, April 10-May
8). Other courses will focus on premenstrual syndrome (March 13), cruise sailing with an outing
to the Apostle Islands in Lake Superior (Tuesdays, April 10-May 22), and a voice improvement
course (Wednesdays, March 28-April 11). Sessions are generally from 7 to 9 p.m. For a
schedule of extension and continuing education
offerings, call Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081.

CY WITTMAN , '75, is an elementary teacher in Glencoe ...
BETTY A. GRAHAM , '75, is a teacher in Minneapolis .. .
DAVID RUTZ, '75, is a self-employed optometrist in
Hallock ...DAVE SHERIFF, '75, and JEANNE McRAITH
SHERIFF, '74, live in Golden , CO, where he is an exercise
scientist for Coors and she is a speech pathologist...
STEVEN W. BAUMANN , '75, is an elementary teacher in
Lyle ... ANDREA OMAN , '75, Rogers, is a technical write r for
International Graph ics ... THOMAS MOONAN , '75, is a
teacher in Fergus Falls .. .GARY JEROME HEIN , '75, is an
industrial education teacher in Litchfield ... JEANNE A.
· COPPERSMITH , '75, is an elementary
teacher in Pine lsland .. . DAVID WEISS,
'75, is a teacher in Fergus Falls .. .
ROBERT C. BRUTON, '76, Bloomington , is a financial plan·ner for New Era
Financial Group ... ALLEN L. PELVIT,
'76, is director of economic development at Monticello ... MARLA R.
KOHNER, '76, is a kindergarten teacher
in Upsala... GERRY PETERS, '76, Minneapolis, is a district sales manager
BRUTON
fo r Gillette Company ... BARRY ATWOOD,
'76, St. ·Cloud, is a teacher at Milaca High School. .. PAUL
DINNDORF, '76, St. Paul , is a marketing support manager
for Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance Company ...BILL R.
WICK, '76, '83, St. Cloud, is director of development for
Cathedral High School. .. JANNA LEE STEWART, '77,
Kodiak, AK, is a staff attorney for Alaska Legal Services ...
DAVID A. KNUDSEN, '77, is an elementary teacher in
Perham ... ROBERT L. WENIG, '77, is a special education
teacher in Rochester...TOM NELSON, '77, Plymouth, is a
teacher at Rockford High School. .. MARY LOBERG , '77,
Minneapolis, is employed in the St. Paul office of Dain
Bosworth .. .MARIE CAROL HARVEGO NEVE, '77, is a preschool teacher in Omaha, NE ... SUE MORIN SCHOOLCRAFT.., '77, Universal City, TX, Is a child-care columnist
for the San Antonio Ligh t ... NANCY E. HOLT, '77, Cosmos,
is an education coordinator.

1978-1980

Resident physician
RONALD D. HANSON , MD, '79, is a res ident physician specializing in head and neck surgery at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester.
JAMES C. LAROCHE, '78, Dallas, TX, is a di rector for Mirror_Productions, lnc ... STEVEN L. NYHAMMER, '78, Coon
Rapids, teaches in the Princeton publi c sc hools ... KATHY
STESIN , '78, is a spe~ch pathologist in Roc hester ... KIRK
REILLY, '79, St. Pau l: has joined the fu'm. of MacIntosh &
Commers, Attorneys at Law ...JOHN GLOEGE, '79, is a
teacher in Princeton ... MARY PRAX, '79, is a speech/
language cl inician in Melrose ... JOHN G. BENZEN , '79, is a

We remember ...
The deaths of 20 SCSU alumni have been
reported. _The year listed is the graduation year.
1917
1925
1928
1929
1933
1938
1940
1940
1946
1951
· 1951
1952
1952
1959
1959
1963
1965
1966
1966
1968

Phoebe Erickson Kruse, Escondido, CA
Norbert Weiss, Melrose
Ruby Mae Johnson Hall, San Marcos, CA
Hazel Baseman, Minneapolis
Oliver Philip Henning, San Francisco, CA
Ruth Josephine Haehn Lenz, St. Martin
Dr. John Bendix, Kalamazoo, MI
Berlin Nelson, Gig Harbor, WA
Florian W. Savekoul, Little Falls
Marlys A. Pramann Heaton, Clearwater
Marian Ellen Tolberg, Leroy, TX
Wayne Ivar Koski, Omaha, NE
Leo_n Scheerer, North Muskegon, Ml
Elaine Darlene Jacoby, Hancock
Robert· $. Wilder, Covina, CA
Mrs. Mark Moran, Normal, IL
Ralph._James Ketcher, Watertown
John Brudenell
David G. Koshiol, Bloomington
Einard R. Waisanen, Verndale

Bell~ are ringing. During March and April SCSU
students are calling alumni to update addresses
and ask for help in the university's spring fundraising campaign. Alumni may pledge any
amount or join one· of three gift clubs: Century
Club ($100-$499 annually), University Club ($500
or more annually), or President's Club ($1,000 or
more annually). Alumni who do not want to be
called may notify the SCSU Foundation, 210
Administrative Services Buildin9, SCSU, St.
Cloud, MN 56301. Last fall's '·'phonathon " was
successful. Gifts averaged $25 per person and
pledges totaled $38,902.

IN , is a marketing support programmer for Anacomp,
lnc ... TOM JANOClriOSKI, '81, and MONA JANOCHOSKI ,
'81 , live in Robbinsdale. He is a certified p!Jblic accountant
employed by Ernst & Whinney Public Accountants ... LORI
ROMANOSKI , '81 , is a fifth grade teacher ·in Buffalo
Lake ... MARY E. KING , '81 , Big Lake, is a graphic artist and
owns a graphic arts business ..,DEB MARNICH , '81 , is a
teacher in Bertha ... DEBRA JEAN KAVANAGH HERTZOG,
'81', is dining room and bar manager at St. Cloud Country
Club ... MARY MOLENAAR, '81 , was a part-time instructor in
the SCSU Music Department during winter quarter.. .
H ERYLL YN HERRICK, '81 , Roseville, is a systems analyst
t NCR Comten ... RICHARD LASSELL, '81 , Crystal , is a per. onal loan officer for Thorp Credit...DEBORA K. BOELZ, '81 ,
is a community development housing rehabilitation specialist
in Brainerd .. .THOMAS B. ALECKSON , '82, Thousand Oaks,
CA, is a sales representative for DATA-BYTE Company ...
JULIE INGRID HEGGEN, '82, St. Cloud, is a speech clinician
for the Big Lake school district...CHUCK GAHM , '82, is a
teacher in Milaca... KAREN J. JENSEN, '82,.St. Cloud, is an
advertising representative for Radio Stations WVAL/WHMH ,
Sauk Rapids ... JILL GRIFFITH McRAITH, '82, is a teacher
---in Janesville ... PATRICIA HERGES, '82, Eagle Bend, is a
special education teacher ... SHERRYTHOMPSON , '82,
Minneapolis, is an import technician for Target Stores ...
JODY LYNN ERICKSON , '82, is a kindergarten teacher
in Minneapolis ... NANCY SCHULTZ, '82, Greeley, CO,
(Address)
· na.t\of' 5 ·
is a graduate student at the University of Northern Coloft..fl..l fl..Sfl.. ~o~~ons rna.'/
orado ... STEVE SIMS, '8i, White Bear Lake, is a tenth
. e ·,s t,Aa.'/ "\ iof"-\urnn\ norn~,~g \niofrf\a.·
grade mathematics teacher in Hudson, WI ...
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THOMAS JOHN CALLANAN , '83, Novato, CA, is a
oea: st d\nQ '{o
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factory planning specialist for Fairchild Camera
out a.n \tted a\ an'/ tedand Instrument Corporation ...TODD ALFRED BREIbe subrf\ be feQues
.
1t,.\urnn'
"\
HOLZ, '83, Dubuque, IA, is a public accountant
88
30
\\Of' rna.'/
ds col1\11'1C\~o~d t,AN E,o
at McGladrey Hendrickson & Company ... PATRICK
ni l)."14 81 ' \'/ St.
'
!=S· KARNS, '83, and CATHERINE SCHMID KARNS, '83, live
t,Aa.\\ to·. l).\;~,e un\'18fS\ '
in Greeley, CO, where he is a graduate assistant at the
S\ c\oud
University of Northern Colorado and she is a clerk at a
.
clothing store ... JEANINE M. KAIM MARTINS, '83, St. Cloud,
i~ a territory manager for NCR Corporati_ori ,.. THOMAS
WILLIAM MONTREUIL, '83, Rochester, is a staff appraiser
.for Property Appraisals, lnc ... KIMBERLY A. !:IECKWITH , '83,
St. Paul , is associate manager of Franchise Associates,
high school teacher in Braham .. . DONALD R. VOGT, '79, is
lnc ... SANDRA J. CAINE, '83, Edina, is an administrative
a fourth grade teacher in Staples .. .LARRY MIHM, '79, is an
assistant for Port u-Sunberg and Associates ...JEFFREY
associate programmer at IBM in Rochester ... KAREN C.
· ERAGER, '83, New Hope, is a commercial property underLONDO, '79, Plymouth, is a speech/language clinician for
writer for Aetna Casualty & Surety.
Jordan public schools .. .MARI NIKKO, 79, is a teacher in
Cambridge .. . BONNIE HEIN , '79, is a spceial education
teacher in Fergus Falls ... LINUS DUMONT, '79, Edmond,
OK, is a food service sales specialist for Hormel Company ... SH IRLEY FINNEGAN , '79, Bloomington , is a teacher
at Children 's Cou ntry Day School in Mendota Heights ...
DICK OLSON, '79, Riverside, CA, is sales manager for R.S.
Hughes Company, lnc ... CATHY MAGUIRE, '79, Rosemount.
is a med ia generalist for Gideon Pond Elementary
School ...RANDY E. JARBOE, '80, Brooklyn Park, is a
manufact uring eng ineer...CATHERINE ANNE CANAVAN ,
'80, Bloom.i ngton , is an export sales coordinator for Peavy
Company ... KIM ·OLHAUSEN MORRIS, '80, is a sixth grade
teache r in Cokato .. .BRIAN McGRATH , '80, is a credit
analyst for Norwest Bank, St. Cloud ... WENDY BLIXRUD
FENSKE, '80, Reedsville, PA, is a sales repr.esentative for a
radie station .. .JULIE ANN RUNNING BARNES, '80, is an
education training specialist in Alexandria ... MICHAEL D. •
ELDER, '80, Blaine, is a manager for Colortile, lnc ... JAY W.
LIEDMAN , '80, Paynesville, is a graduate of the University
of Minnesota Law School and has joined Bernard &
Johnson Law Offices ... MARK A. LEASE, '80, St. Paul , is
director of operations for Junior Achievement, lnc ... JOHN
MAERTENS, '80, and JEAN AUKLAND MAERTENS, '80, live
in Fulda, where he is assistant director of the Murray
County Developmental Achievement Center and she is
assistant librarian at Fulda High School ... MICHAEL N.
JOHNSON , '80, St. Paul , is a tax and accounting coordinator for ITT Industrial Credit Company.

Watchabeendoin?
Your former classmates would like to read about you
in the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This
coupon makes it easy. Good quality close-up blackand-white photos also are requested.
My News_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Name

Class

(If applicable, please include maiden name)

Phone (
Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address

Name of Employer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Title _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1981-1983

Industrial engin~er
JAMES EISENBRAUN, '81, Plymouth, is an industrial
engineer for Schaper Manufacturing Company. His
wife, JOANNE SCHWARTZ EISENBRAUN, '81, is a
coordinator for Red Owl Stores, Inc.
WILLIAM T. KING, '81, is city administrator for Big
Lake .. .JANELLE NEDDERSEN HIB_BARD, '81, Indianapolis,

Employer's Address - - - - - - - - ~ - -

Employer's Phone (

Mail the coupon to Alumni Services, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone: (612)_
255-4241.
11
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When an advertising compan·y offered free billboard space in the·Twin CiUes to Min. nesota's state universities, SCSU responded with this message. St. Cloud's signs
were posted in five metropolitan locations for several weeks during the winter,
including this one near downtown St. Paul. Endorsed by Gov. Rudy Perpich, the
billboard promotion provided "the kind of visibility that is not only good but long
overdue," according to Dr. Jon Wefald, chancellor of the State University System.
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